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ABSTRACT

While going through a revival in sociology and business studies, the concept
of communities, as used in those disciplines, appears to confront, in an
unresolved tension, the development of differentiated and transnationally
interconnected modern societies. We argue that there is a need not only to
‘‘rediscover’’ but in fact also to ‘‘renew’’ the notion of community. Building
on insights from classical sociology, we propose a definition of transnational
communities as social groups emerging from mutual interaction across
national boundaries, oriented around a common project or ‘‘imagined’’
identity. Transnational communities are not static structures but fluid and
dynamic processes. They are constructed through symbolic or ‘‘imagined’’
proximity rather than through physical propinquity. More often than not,
they are ‘‘communities of limited liability’’ rather than the expression of
permanent ascriptive markers. Finally, transnational communities go well
beyond the provision of local protection and solidarities as they engage in
different kinds of transnational activism. This chapter compares bottom-up
and top-down patterns of transnational community development, exploring
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in both cases the role of those communities in the dynamics of transnational
governance. We propose that transnational communities impact cross-
border governance in at least six different ways. They contribute to the
framing of a governance problem space. They allow the mobilization of
collective action while also serving as public arenas. They foster preference
transformation. They directly participate in rule-setting while also playing a
key role when it comes to monitoring and control. In conclusion, we identify
key directions for further research.

INTRODUCTION

There is currently a renewed interest, in sociology and business studies, for the
concept of community, and this volume is certainly an illustration of this.
Generally, this renewed interest comes with a rather classical understanding
of the notion of ‘‘community.’’ We rediscover the role and significance of
local communities of belonging – with often an ascriptive character – in
contemporary social and economic situations (Marquis & Battilana, 2009;
Marquis & Lounsbury, 2007). This renewed interest in the notion of
community is important and productive for the study of contemporary
organizations and societies, as shown in previous contributions as well as in
this volume. Still, we propose here that the notion of community deserves not
only to be ‘‘rediscovered’’ today but in fact also ‘‘renewed.’’ Rediscovering the
notion of community allows us to point to the persistence and resilience of
some rather traditional social forms and processes that we often thought
would weaken if not dissolve in modern and postmodern societies. Renewing
the notion of community allows us to make sense of a fundamentally changed
economic and social reality while still suggesting some parallels in key forms
and processes.

The rediscovery of the notion of community generally comes with a focus
on ‘‘communities within communities’’ (Goode, 1957), that is, communities
within nation-states as separate and disconnected entities. Our world,
however, can no longer be understood – if it ever could – as expressing an
international ‘‘concert of nations,’’ where national sovereignty combines
with a Westphalian ‘‘balance of power.’’ Most spheres of economic and
social life today, in most corners of the world, are not only constrained by
national or subnational communities and their associated institutions but
also become enmeshed in transnational dynamics. Hence, focusing only on
‘‘communities within communities’’ will not be enough to understand
contemporary patterns of economic and social interactions. We argue, in
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this chapter, for the need to also explore ‘‘communities of

AU :1

communities’’ or
‘‘communities across communities.’’ If we are to understand contemporary
social and economic dynamics, we need to pay attention to forms of com-
munity building that cut across national boundaries. Those forms connect
individuals from different societies and local communities, generating
progressively what we call ‘‘transnational communities.’’

Transnational communities are social groups emerging from mutual
interaction across national boundaries, oriented around a common project
or ‘‘imagined’’ identity. The common project or identity is constructed and
sustained through the active engagement and involvement of at least some of
its members. Transnational communities can overlap in different ways with
formal organizations, but, in principle, they do not need formal organization
to be sustained. Transnational communities imply transnational networks,
but they are more than that: the notion of community connotes a sense of
belonging to a common ‘‘culture’’ in the broadest sense. Transnational
communities are seen here as distinctive social forms as compared to markets,
hierarchies, or networks. Whereas the coordinating mechanism in markets
is exchange, in hierarchies command, and in networks negotiation, in
communities, it is mutual observation and the conscious orientation of
individual behavior towards shared values, knowledge, or skills.

The nature, construction, and transformation of transnational commu-
nities are in themselves interesting phenomena. In this chapter, we identify
in particular two main patterns (or ideal types) of transnational community
development. The first pattern we label ‘‘bottom-up.’’ Local or national
communities become horizontally interconnected and aggregate progres-
sively into a transnational community. The second pattern, ‘‘top-down,’’
suggests rather communities that are ‘‘born transnational.’’ Those commu-
nities are typically formed by a relatively small number of members, with a
transnational if not cosmopolitan base from the start. Step by step, those
small kernels interconnect with multiple local or national nodes, and the
multiplicity of lateral and vertical interconnections generates and fosters,
over time, a sense of community belonging. Although we identify and
document this typology of community development, our main focus, in this
chapter, is the role and significance of transnational communities for the
contemporary structuring of the transnational economy. In particular, we
explore how processes of transnational community building are connected
to and interact with the dynamics of transnational economic governance.
The notion of ‘‘transnational economic governance,’’ as used in this chapter,
crosses both geographical and institutional boundaries (Djelic & Quack,
2003, 2008; Djelic & Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). We live in a world in which
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order-creating capacities are no longer reducible to nation-state power. On
issues as distinct as climate, environment, labor, accounting and financial
rules, competition, Internet, corporate social responsibility, and many more,
dense transnational activism has resulted in polyarchic and overlapping
governance structures in which multiple actors often claim a right to engage in
policy-making, rule-setting, and rule-monitoring. Still, there is nothing like a
seamless global economy, or for that matter society or polity. Hence, studying
the global ‘‘entails not only a focus on that which is explicitly global in scale
but also a focus on the multiplication of cross-border connections among
various localities fed by the recurrence of certain conditions across localities’’
(Sassen, 2003, p. 3). This implies great complexity and a surprising variety of
those actors involved in processes of transnational governance – multi-
national corporations, nongovernmental or quasi-nongovernmental organi-
zations, professional and scientific associations, international organizations,
governments and public agencies, and more. This multiplicity of different
actors exhibits great variability when it comes to the transnational reach and
scope of each.

There is by now a rich literature on such transnational ‘‘advocacy’’ or
‘‘policy’’ networks defined as ‘‘political spaces in which differently situated
actors negotiate – formally and informally – the social, cultural and political
meanings of their joint enterprise’’ (Keck & Sikkink, 1998, p. 3; see also
Stone, 2008). Until now, however, the community dimension of those trans-
national spaces has been largely underestimated if not overlooked. Together
with Morgan (2001), we propose that this community dimension is particularly
important as it defines ‘‘background processes’’ necessary to the construction
and monitoring of common transnational rules for the economic game. A
communal relationship implies that actors engage with one another and
reciprocally around a situation or predicament and that this reciprocal
engagement generates shared meanings, feelings of belonging, and even
progressively shapes and constitutes a new layer of identity for members.
Although many transnational communities are relatively fluid, unstable, and
loosely integrated, they nevertheless seem to add a crucial dose of social
structuring to the transnational sphere and, by reflection, to transnational
governance.

The aim of this chapter is to bring transnational communities to the
foreground of the analysis of transnational governance. In the following
section, we suggest a partial redefinition of the notion of community with a
renewed and enlarged focus. This allows us, in the next section of this
chapter, to conceptualize transnational communities, which are ‘‘imagined’’
communities (Anderson, 2006[1983]) often of the ‘‘limited liability’’ kind
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(Janowitz, 1952). ‘‘Limited liability’’ is originally a legal concept. It has been
used, in commercial law, to indicate that a person would be financially liable,
in the context of a given venture, only to a fixed amount – generally the
amount of his or her investment. The term is in stark contrast to the notion of
‘‘unlimited liability,’’ where ventures would come together with full liability to
the extent of one’s entire wealth. Janowitz used the concept of ‘‘communities
of limited liability’’ to describe changes in local communities in urbanizing
America after World War II. Community bonds could still be found, but
individual involvement and investment in those communities could vary in
intensity over time or even disappear altogether as needs or interests would
change or else as individuals moved around. Community bonds in other
words did not reflect an undisputed, profound, and unshakeable collective
identity but rather a certain level of personal engagement with a social
collective. Those community bonds constituted and shaped so many layers of
identity for their members – that could be thickened for a while or shed
altogether, like an old skin, when needs or interests changed. In the second
section of this chapter, we illustrate this conceptual redefinition through a few
cases pointing to different patterns of community development. The third
section then explores the role of communities in transnational governance and
discusses their impact and ‘‘efficacy’’ at that level. Transnational communities
often operate in the background to more visible organizations or networks.
We find that they impact cross-border governance in at least six different
ways. They contribute to the framing of governance problems; they mobilize
collective action and serve as public arenas. They foster preference trans-
formation, participate in rule-setting, and take an active part in monitoring,
control, and sanctioning activities. In conclusion, we identify key directions
for further research.

As far as ‘‘efficacy’’ is concerned, we need to introduce a caveat here.
Whereas the sociological literature has a tendency to attach positive civic
value to the concept and reality of ‘‘communities,’’ we take a more agnostic
stance and use the term ‘‘efficacy’’ in the value-neutral sense proposed by
Thrift (2006, p. 296), as the ‘‘capacity or power to produce an effect’’ or ‘‘the
ability to produce the results’’ that the actors involved desire. As social
formations, transnational communities can pursue benevolent and collec-
tively useful goals as well as more particularistic and self-serving ones. The
somewhat ‘‘romantic’’ undertones associated with the term ‘‘community’’
should not lead us to forget that they tend to mobilize for power, influence,
and different kinds of associated resources and hence are neither neutral nor
benign. Transnational communities are political actors like others. They
have an agenda, ideologies, and interests, and they mobilize resources and
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strategies to further those. In the process, they might serve certain groups,
weaken, or destroy others. They might solve certain problems, but they
might as well create new ones and possibly more disturbing ones. They can
engage in legal but might also pursue illegal or ‘‘grey’’ activities. As a result,
the functions they perform will be judged as desirable in some cases but will
appear as radically undesirable in other cases or from other perspectives.

DEFINING TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITIES –

BEYOND THE MISLEADING SEDUCTION

OF STARK DICHOTOMIES AU :2

In the social sciences, the powerful dichotomy of Gemeinschaft and
Gesellschaft, as originally coined by Ferdinand Tönnies (2002[1897]), has
profoundly shaped the use of the concept of ‘‘community.’’ When used alone
and not qualified, the term ‘‘community’’ still tends to suggest today close-knit
and primary groups with rich emotional ties. It conjures up geography and
bounded space, local connectedness, and physical proximity. Furthermore, the
community as Gemeinschaft in the tradition pioneered by Tönnies often stands
in an awkward position – or even opposition – to the study of contemporary,
differentiated, and individualist societies. The progress of Gesellschaft – in the
form of mostly associational commitments – is understood to come together
with the decline of community (Gemeinschaft) and communal bonds (Kasarda &
Janowiz, 1974; AU :3Wirth, 1938). There is an easy temptation to think in terms of a
zero sum game here, and we can rapidly fall into normative judgments and
prescriptions. It has been argued, for example, from within this tradition that it
is imperative to preserve such forms of close-knit social organization in the
face of progressive social anomie and disintegration (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan,
Swidler, & Tipton, 1985; Putnam, 2000).

Although the simplicity of stark and extreme dichotomies can certainly be
seductive, it generally stumbles against the greater complexity of empirical
observations. Even in the face of rapid and chaotic urbanization, individua-
lization, and differentiation, social observers have repeatedly described and
documented the resilience of communal bonds and bounded social solidarities
(Park, 1952; Park & Burgess, 1921; Thomas, 1967). In fact, in 1889 already,
Emile Durkheim was taking his distance from the evolutionary polarity
implicit in the work of Tönnies, making it clear that he refused to sys-
tematically oppose modern society and a sense of community. According to
Durkheim (1889, p. 8), ‘‘beyond purely individual movements, there is in our
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contemporary societies a genuinely collective activity that is as natural as that
of smaller societies of former times.’’ Interestingly, MaxWeber reached similar
conclusions and also took his distance, as it were, from Tönnies’ strong
dichotomy. Weber contrasted communal social relations and associative ones.
A social relationship he called ‘‘communal’’ (Vergemeinschaftung) ‘‘if and so
far as the orientation of social action is based on a subjective feeling of
the parties, whether affectual or traditional, that they belong together.’’ In
contrast, he labeled ‘‘associative’’ (Vergesellschaftung) those relationships
where ‘‘the orientation of social action rests on a rationally motivated adjust-
ment of interests or a similarly motivated agreement, whether the basis of
rational judgment be absolute values or reasons of expediency’’ (Weber, 1978,
p. 40). According to Weber (1978, p. 41), most social situations had ‘‘this
characteristic (communal) to some degree while being at the same time to some
degree determined by associative factors.’’ Because Weber started from the
social relationship as the unit of analysis, he could think the permanent
coexistence, to different degrees and in different forms naturally, of both
associative differentiation and a sense of community.

Hence, in our contemporary societies, communities are more than
‘‘residues,’’ remnants of a past logic of social organization (Kasarda &
Janowiz, 1974). The notion of ‘‘community’’ retains its significance for the
analysis of contemporary situations and problems. This is in fact palpable in
some of the contemporary literature, where the urge to reconcile the notion
of ‘‘community’’ with the evolution of contemporary society – including the
progress of associational logics, individualization, and differentiation more
or less everywhere – is unmistakable (e.g., Adler, 2005; Bragd, Christensen,
Czarniawska, & Tullberg, 2008; Carroll & Meindert, 2002; Haas, 1992a;
Kentor & Jang, 2004; Marquis, Glynn, & Davis, 2007; Morgan, 2001;
Portes, 2000; Wenger, 1998). Still, even if communal commitments remain
an important feature of our world, we certainly have to allow for an
evolution of their nature. The concept of community keeps its significance
today, but we need to understand, we propose, what this concept means in
differentiated and transnationally interconnected societies. We need not
only to rediscover the notion of community but also in fact to renew it.
Durkheim (1889, p. 8) told us that, as a broad category, collective activity is
common to all societies, but collective activity in large contemporary
societies, he also told us, is ‘‘of a different sort to be sure.’’ Chances are that
Tönnies’ notion of Gemeinschaft does not fit well most contemporary
communal attachments. Building on both classical and more recent
intellectual contributions, we propose that our understanding of the
concept of community should be revisited and renewed to fit the needs of
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contemporary analysis. Firstly, contemporary communities are dynamic
processes more than static structures. Secondly, we need to move from
physical propinquity to symbolic and imagined proximity. Thirdly, con-
temporary communities are more often ‘‘communities of limited liability’’
than permanent markers of ascriptive identity (Janowitz, 1952). Fourthly and
finally, there has been an interesting historical evolution whereby commu-
nities do not only play the role of providers of local protection but also
increasingly become involved in global activism. Table 1 outlines in summary
form the distance between the renewed conception of community we propose
here and the traditional imagery associated with Tönnies’ Gemeinschaft.

From Static Structures to Dynamic Processes

Georg Simmel understood very clearly that the progress of individualization
came together with a transformation (and not the disappearance) of social
bonds. In fact, individualization meant, according to him, the opening up of
narrow social circles and the emergence of new forms of social belonging.

differentiation and individualization loosen the bond of the individual with those who

are most near in order to weave in its place a new one – both real and ideal – with those

who are more distant. (Simmel, 1971, p. 256)

In less differentiated societies, community belonging has a tendency to be
quite stable and limited to a small number of proximate groups that the
individual, on the whole, does not ‘‘choose.’’ In a differentiated and
individualized society, the individual breaks the tight grip of taken-for-
granted bonds to explore a multiplicity of more or less interconnected social
groups or communities that each come with differentiated identities that add
on like so many layers (Simmel, 1955[1908]). Each single one of us enjoys
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Table 1. A Renewed Conception of Community.

Communities as Gemeinschaft Renewed Notion of Community

� Bounded territory and static structure
� Physical propinquity
� Similarity and homogeneity
� Ascriptive bond
� Local protective engagement

� Dynamic and fluid social construction
� Symbolic and imagined proximity in spite

of distance or virtuality
� Contained diversity
� Limited Liability
� Transnational activism
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much greater freedom to associate with or, on the contrary, to dissociate
from different social circles and communities. Instead of belonging to a
static and permanent social structure, the individual dynamically constructs
and reconstructs his/her own network of communal bonds and in the
process his/her multilayered identity.

Norbert Elias (1974) uncovered other kinds of dynamics. Communities
evolve and this transformation cannot be understood in isolation from the
development of society as a whole. Communities exist, Elias tells us, in less
or more differentiated societies alike, but their features and structures
differ markedly, depending on the degree of differentiation of the society. In
more differentiated societies, communities would tend to be less differ-
entiated. The process is the following. As societies become more complex
and differentiated, many of the prerogatives and decision-making powers
traditionally exercised at the community level move upwards and are taken
up at higher levels of integration – that is, at the level of the region or of the
nation-state (Elias, 1974, pp. xxxi–xxxii).

Both Simmel and Elias turn our attention to dynamics and processes. Seen
from there, communities are no longer static, essentialist structures. They are
fluid, relational constructs, constantly on the move and in process. Rather
than on communities, we should focus in fact on processes of community
formation, maintenance, decline, or even disintegration. Max Weber had
underscored the importance of ‘‘time’’ in community building – and ‘‘time’’
suggests boundedness not eternity. According to Weber (1978, pp. 40–43),
social aggregates coming together around common ends, objectives, projects,
or identity building can potentially become communities – and one of the
conditions for this is their inscription in time. Weber did not take the next
step, but one can easily extend the argument to consider community decline
or disintegration. A community that has been built up and sustained over
time could certainly become threatened, weakened, or even destroyed over
time, too, under certain conditions and pressures. Hence, any kind of
community should be understood as a time-bound entity and construction
and not as a necessary, permanent, timeless, or essential collective. If we take
this particular focus one step further, we can think of communities as being
actively constructed and shaped over time by members or individuals
involved in one way or another. The web of multiple group affiliations,
as described by Simmel (1955[1908]), suggests a multiplicity of latent
identities that can all generate community mobilization. Out of their situated
interactions with many different ‘‘others,’’ individuals select and give priority
to certain relations and connections and even to certain layers of identity.
If reciprocated, the orientation to particular relations can become the
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foundation of community construction. Individuals then will develop some
commitment to this community and will be more or less enclosed and
engulfed in it. Still, we should not forget that, over time, orders of priority
may change, and a given individual might turn himself or herself to different
relations and connections, hence contributing to building certain communities
and eroding others.

From Physical Propinquity to Symbolic Proximity

Simmel’s argument that differentiation and individualization mean both a
weakening of local connections and greater likelihood of community bonds
at a distance suggests that we might have to reevaluate the physical nature of
communities and communal bonds. The Gemeinschaft of Ferdinand Tönnies
implied a degree of localized propinquity, direct connections, and physical
interactions – at least in part (Morgan, 1942; Tönnies, 2002[1897]). Instead,
Simmel’s seminal ideas opened the way for us to think of ‘‘community
without propinquity’’ (Webber, 1964), to think of community building even
in the absence of local territory and physical proximity. In this context,
symbolic proximity can become a functional equivalent to physical bonding
in the building up and development of communities.

Cllifford Geertz defined man as ‘‘an animal suspended in the webs of
significance he himself has spun’’ (1975, p. 5). For many contemporary
social anthropologists and social theorists, communities are best understood
as being progressively turned or woven into symbolic constructs. As such, a
community becomes for individual members a ‘‘resource and repository of
meaning, and a referent of their identity’’ (Cohen, 1985, p. 118). The notion
of symbolic construction makes communities conceivable even in the
absence of direct and regular contact or interaction. Benedict Anderson
(2006[1983]) argued as much when he explored the emergence of nations as
‘‘imagined communities.’’ In his words,

A community is imagined if its members will never know most of their fellow-members,

meet them or even hear of them, yet in the mind of each lives the image of their

communion. (Anderson, 2006[1983], p. 6)

As it was being established historically, the nation as an imagined
community attained the character of a model. It was then diffused, applied,
merged, and fused across the world, with different political and ideological
frames. The nation, as an imagined community, has in many respects unique
features. Still, it shares its symbolic or ‘‘imagined’’ character with many other
types of communities. Benedict Anderson (2006[1983], p. 6) acknowledges as
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much when he proposes that ‘‘all communities larger than primordial villages
of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined.’’ All
communities could thus be envisioned and redefined as ‘‘imagined’’ or
symbolic communities. Symbolic proximity does not naturally rule out the
possibility of physical propinquity. The two can combine and they can
combine in different proportions. At one extreme – the primordial village –
symbolic proximity is mostly a product of physical propinquity. At the other
extreme – the virtual community – technological tools can allow powerful
symbolic proximity with nearly no physical interaction between the members
of the community (Rheingold, 1993).

Imagined or symbolic communities are collective attractors, but they are
also polarizing entities. The imagined community is constituted as much
through shared belonging, meaning, and identity inside as through
differentiation and separation from the outside. Social anthropologist
Anthony Cohen (1985, p. 16) summarizes this quite well when he claims that

(t)he quintessential referent of community is that its members make, or believe they make,

a similar sense of things either generally or with respect to specific and significant interests,

and, further, that they think that that sense may differ from one made elsewhere.

However, this should not be taken to mean that imagined communities are
perfectly homogeneous and tightly bounded spheres. Their very nature as
‘‘webs of significance’’ or ‘‘webs of meaning’’ leaves room for variation and
an aggregation of diversities. Of course, there are limits to such aggregation.
The community can be a container of diversities – but within bounds. At the
same time, as the community can accommodate diversities, it also keeps them
within limits. In the words of Cohen (1985, p. 20),

The triumph of community is to so contain this variety that its inherent discordance does

not subvert the apparent coherence, which is expressed by its boundaries. If the members

of a community come to feel that they have less in common with each other than they have

with the members of some other community, clearly, the boundaries have become

anomalous and the integrity of the ‘‘community’’ they enclose has been severely impugned.

From Ascriptive Identity to Limited Liability

In the tradition pioneered by Ferdinand Tönnies, the notion of community
or Gemeinschaft has often been used to refer to primary groups. Primary
groups in that tradition tend to be strong identity markers, structured
around local territories, or homogeneity through ascriptive status. The
features identified within this tradition as possible ascriptive identity
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markers include race or ethnicity, family ties, religion, language, or even
deeply embedded cultural practices or traditions. As individualization and
differentiation progressed in modern and contemporary societies, Simmel
(1955(1908)) and others after him pointed to the multiplication of social
circles. Individuals would generally belong to multiple circles or communities,
and they could much more fluidly associate with or leave given circles or
communities. Individual involvement in particular communities hence could
turn out to be only temporary – naturally with a great deal of variation.

Morris Janowitz (1952) proposes a vivid image of what this implies. He
coins the term ‘‘community of limited liability’’ to describe the temporal
inscription of community involvement and belonging. The notion of
‘‘community of limited liability’’

emphasizes that in a highly mobile society, people may participate extensively in local

institutions and develop community attachments, yet be prepared to leave those

communities if local conditions fail to satisfy their immediate needs or aspirations.

(Kasarda & Janowiz, 1974, p. 329)

Janowitz originally coined the notion of ‘‘communities of limited liability’’
while focusing on local communities. The idea was that in an urbanized and
industrialized setting, community bonds were not absent – local commu-
nities were constructed or reconstructed through processes that did not
necessarily reflect ascriptive status. Empirical research showed instead the
length of residence as a crucial factor in the development of community
bonds (Kasarda & Janowiz, 1974). Local communities, Janowitz argued, are
real constructions – people will join them, nurture and sustain them, invest
in them for a while. But people may also rapidly reduce their involvement or
even leave them behind when their own priorities change or simply when
they physically relocate. An interesting result of the empirical research
conducted by Janowitz and colleagues was that communal bonds could
emerge from associational interactions. Individuals got involved in formal
organizations and came to develop in the process communal attachments to
fellow members. Secondary groups – where relationships are mostly formal
and impersonal – generated and produced, in other words, primary groups –
characterized by face-to-face, intimate, and regular contacts (Cooley,
1982[1909], chapter 3; Kasarda & Janowiz, 1974).

Naturally, a direct consequence of this is to suggest that primary groups
and a strong sense of belonging or even of identity can emerge and exist on
the basis of common projects, objectives, or values and without the support of
ascriptive features. Another important conclusion is that primary groups may
not be permanent – the notion of limited liability points to the life cycle of our
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community bonds and to the fact that our identities are often made up of
multiple layers. Finally, a more indirect consequence of those findings is that,
may be, what the literature has traditionally identified as ‘‘ascriptive’’ identity
features may turn out to be themselves at least in part ‘‘imagined’’ and
constructed. This fits with Benedict Anderson’s insight (2006[1983], p. 6) and
finds empirical support in recent contributions. Dahles (2010), for example,
shows that the transnational Chinese business community is not a homo-
geneous and closely knit ascriptive community but rather a complex and
fragmented ‘‘imagined’’ community.

Janowitz also used the notion of ‘‘community of limited liability’’ to suggest
something else. Members of a community were potentially differentially
involved and invested at any point in time. A community did not imply, nor
did it require, the same type of intense involvement on the part of all its
members. In fact, a community could even survive with only a small minority
of ‘‘active custodians.’’ The rest of the membership could be connected in a
more passive manner (Janowitz, 1952; Suttles, 1972, p. 9). In his work focusing
on elite communities, Janowitz was even more specific about the possibility of
differential involvement – both in quantity and in quality. He underscored that
an elite group or community was not homogeneous. In particular, he pointed
to the difference between an ‘‘elite nucleus’’ and an ‘‘elite cadre’’ (Janowitz,
1956). He described the ‘‘elite nucleus’’ as a narrow and tight primary group
structured around – but also the symbolic bearer of – the collective myth or the
‘‘uniformities of indoctrination’’ (Janowitz, 1956, p. 84). He defined the ‘‘elite
cadre’’ as the second circle, the ‘‘group composed of specialists in the specific
and technical ends of the organization’’ (Janowitz, 1956, p. 84). This second
circle resonates with Hayek’s concept of ‘‘second hand dealers in ideas’’ – an
important element in the community but strikingly different in its role from
the small central nucleus (Hayek, 1949, p. 418).

Although the original work on ‘‘communities of limited liability’’ only
considered local communities, the concept is certainly a useful and powerful
one to think about communities in general, even when they are not
associated with local territory or physical proximity. We propose that this
concept fits particularly well communities having a transnational scope and
we will explore this further below.

From Local Engagement to Transnational Activism

It is naturally impossible here to survey systematically all the literature
exploring the role of local communities – whether in the traditional
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Gemeinschaft understanding of Ferdinand Tönnies or whether ‘‘commu-
nities of limited liability’’ as defined by Janowitz and his colleagues. Still, we
can draw from this literature some broad outlines pointing to different
categories of roles. Firstly, local communities generate identity and provide
a sense of belonging. Secondly, they produce and enforce ideological and
behavioral schemes that allow decision and action, ensure regularity and
predictability, and hence reduce uncertainties. Thirdly, the literature has
also shown that local communities, when they function as primary groups,
reduce stress significantly and are the sources of all kinds of solidarities –
both psychological and material (for a review, see Schreiber & Glidewell,
1978). On the whole, it is probably fair to interpret those different roles as
altogether representing a strong form of local communal engagement with
an unmistakable protective function.

Without questioning the fact that a number of local groups and
communities keep on playing this kind of role and that the significance of
this type of groups may in no way be waning, we suggest that it is not all
there is about communities AU :4. We propose to turn our attention to what
we think is an important and highly interesting development of our
contemporary world – the multiplication and increasing activism of
transnational communities. Naturally, transnational communities are not
an entirely new phenomenon. Historically, it is easy to point to a number of
well-structured transnational communities, including some that have
exhibited powerful forms of transnational activism – international cartels,
merchant leagues, churches, communist internationals, and so forth (e.g.,
Mezaki, 1992; Postel, 1996; Schrad, 2010). There is also a rich literature
exploring the nature and the role of transnational communities of migrants
(e.g., Portes, 2000; Pries, 2001; Vertovec, 2001). Our main focus here,
however, is on those transnational communities that get structured around
common interests, projects, values, or constructed identities (Djelic &
Quack, 2003; Djelic & Quack, 2010; Djelic & Sahlin-Andersson, 2006). Our
focus includes – but does not reduce to – epistemic communities,
communities of practice, communities of interest, as well as most advocacy
networks (Haas, 1992; Keck & Sikkink, 1998; Wenger, 1998). Transnational
communities of this kind seem to multiply at rapid pace in our world.
Developments in communication technologies naturally play a facilitating
role without being, by far, the only causal factor. Building on the theoreti-
cal discussion above, we now explore the nature of those transnational
communities. In the following section, we will focus on their striking invol-
vement in transnational governance – what we summarily label here
‘‘transnational activism.’’
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Transnational communities unmistakably represent a special instance of
the ‘‘denaturalization’’ of community belonging described by Simmel
(1971). Transnational communities are bound to make the web of group
affiliations and the number of identity layers much denser, at least for a
number of individuals (Simmel, 1955) AU :5. Joining and becoming a member of a
transnational community qualifies the adherence and connection to an
imagined national community, but it does not fully displace or destroy it.
Multiple affiliations still contribute to ‘‘denaturalizing’’ perceptions of
traditional community adherence and belonging.

Most transnational communities, furthermore, are in part virtual commu-
nities. Therefore, not only do they denaturalize community attachments, but
they also de-territorialize them. Denaturalization and de-territorialization
combined make it quite plain that transnational communities are, de facto,
‘‘imagined communities.’’ Many of them are built around and sustained
through a structuring project or objective, a cognitive or ideological frame, an
expert or value system. The loyalty of members to this type of ‘‘imagined’’
community is compatible with loyalty to other communities. Exactly because
transnational communities are to be seen as imagined communities in addition
to and, in a sense, on top of a number of other group affiliations, members have
the possibility to strategize upon their membership in the pursuit of their
goals. This multiplicity of affiliations is likely to provide members with a
richer repertoireof reflexivepracticesof sensemaking and tohelp themgenerate
strategies that stand at the crossroads of diverse community affiliations. The
specificities of historical and institutional conditions will influence the direction
of those strategies – more particularly whether they are offensive strategies
targeting change or defensive strategies intent on preserving the status quo.

In direct consequence of this, members of transnational communities –
more particularly those that are actively engaged and involved – are
‘‘cosmopolitans’’ but of the ‘‘rooted’’ kind (Ackerman, 1994; Cohen, 1992;
Hannerz, 1990, 1992; Tarrow, 2005). The active membership of transnational
communities spends a varying amount of time in ‘‘horizontal’’ forms of
involvement – pursuing the common object of that community across and
beyond a multiplicity of boundaries and local attachments. In that sense,
active members of transnational communities are ‘‘strangers’’ to use the
word of Simmel – ‘‘potential wanderers’’ who ‘‘import qualities’’ into local
groups that ‘‘do not and cannot stem from the group itself’’ (Simmel, 1971,
pp. 143–149). Another way to define those active members of transnational
communities is as ‘‘cosmopolitans’’ (Gouldner, 1957; Merton, 1948; Vertovec &
Cohen, 2002). For Jeremy Waldron (1992, p. 108), ‘‘cosmopolitans’’ are
positively viewed as ‘‘individuals who do not take their cultural identities to be
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defined by any bounded subset of the cultural resources available in the
world.’’ At the same time, the relevance and impact of transnational
communities as regards different forms of activities, debates, governance,
or policy-making implies a certain form of ‘‘rootedness’’ in local and, in
particular, national groups or communities (Cohen, 1992; Hannerz, 1992,
1996). Simmel’s (1971, p. 144) ‘‘stranger’’ is also ‘‘an element of the group
itself; his position as full-fledged member involves both being outside it and
confronting it.’’ ‘‘Cosmopolitans’’ are, in other words, ‘‘rooted cosmopoli-
tans’’ (Tarrow, 2005).

All this suggests that transnational communities are likely to allow for a
fair amount of within-group diversity. In those transnational social
formations, people bring together and collectively reflect upon experiences
in various national or local societies or communities. This heterogeneity may
ultimately be unbridgeable, but it can be kept within bounds through various
kinds of socialization tools, through the development and stabilization of
common practices, goals, and norms. Heterogeneity is not a problem most of
the time. It might even be turned into a collective strength as long as it does
not prevent a common orientation, a common sense of belonging around
particular projects or goals, and the emergence of a collective identity
structured around shared cognitive frames or practice systems.

Finally, using Janowitz’s (1952) term, transnational communities appear to
be ‘‘communities of limited liability’’ to a greater extent than traditional,
Gemeinschaft-like, communities. The notion of ‘‘communities of limited
liability’’ in this context refers to the fact that members are more likely to come
and go and to exhibit varying degrees of involvement and participation
through time (Smith & Wiest, 2005). It also refers to the likely multiplicity of
community affiliations of each member. If we exploit the ‘‘limited liability’’
imagery, members only invest parts of their resources in any given community
or layer of collective identity. Arguably, the use of this concept also reflects the
possibility of limits in temporality. Transnational communities are time-bound
entities and constructions and not necessary, permanent, timeless, or essential
collectives.

PATTERNS OF TRANSNATIONAL

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

We conceptualize transnational communities as being actively constructed
and shaped by people with multiple group affiliations interacting across
societal and national borders. This conceptualization makes it possible to
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envision different patterns of mobilization, of community formation,
development, and maintenance and also of community decline and dis-
integration. In this section, we contrast two broad patterns or trajectories –
bottom-up and top-down – and we provide illustration through a few
examples.

Bottom-Up or Lateral Community Development

On the one hand, transnational communities can be progressively – and
possibly quite slowly – built up and stabilized through multiple and repeated
interactions between members of diverse local or national communities. Such
bottom-up trajectories often coalesce through the growing awareness of
common problems, preference, or projects. These problems, preferences, or
projects may have a transnational scope from the start, or they may be
progressively interpreted and hence constituted as such while the community
builds up. In this case, heterogeneous groups – mostly with a local or national
basis – do attribute in a step-by-step manner an ‘‘imagined communality’’ to
their intensifying interactions. These dynamics are both lateral and bottom-
up – at least during the initial period. Lateral interactions between different
local or national communities come to suggest the existence of a broader,
shared community and identity. This is a long and slow process that involves
mutual learning and adaptation, transformation, conflict, power struggle,
compromise, and hybridization but also the eventual acceptance of a fair
degree of remaining heterogeneity (Bragd et al., 2008). Bottom-up dynamics
imply step-by-step transnational integration and will often crystallize and
develop in the context of collaborative projects, working groups, joint
training, or acculturation programs. Bottom-up dynamics will also be helped
by ritualized gatherings such as conferences, events, or summits. The
transnational community that emerges from these lateral and bottom-up
dynamics will be more or less integrated and organized. In time, it may be able
to claim increasing relative autonomy as a transnational construct from its
component local and national parts. This may lead in turn to a reversal of
influence paths – this time from the ‘‘top’’ (transnational community)
‘‘down’’ (national or local communities).

The emergence of transnational professional communities is a good
example of bottom-up processes. In the past, professional collectives inscribed
themselves within national boundaries, and their professional projects were
legitimated by nation-states (Abbott, 1988) AU :6. In the contemporary context of
globalization, professions or quasi-professions such as law, accounting, or
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consulting have increasingly crossed borders and become multinational
service providers (Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2007; McKenna, Djelic, &
Ainamo, 2003; Morgan & Quack, 2005). Initially, limited numbers of
members from national communities were actively involved in the transna-
tional dynamics of community development. Over time, however, numbers
increased. The more cosmopolitan elements in those professions have also
increasingly become involved in transnational standard setting bodies, many
of which have emerged since the 1970s. Both developments point to a new
reality – transnational professionalism. Some elements of national profes-
sional elites engage in joint associational and community-like activities at the
transnational level. Progressively, this activity leads to the emergence of
shared understandings of professional norms and practices that then get
bundled into attempts at transnational rule-setting and standard setting
(Djelic & Quack, 2009). Thus, transnational communities of experts and
practitioners are emerging, and they exhibit some autonomy relative to
national professional communities with respect to their shared under-
standings, practices, and norms. At the same time, however, members of
transnational communities remain inscribed within national professional
communities. Professional cosmopolitans are generally of a rooted kind. As
such, they are important brokers for processes of institutional change at the
national level (Dezalay & Garth, 2010; Ramirez, 2010).

Another case of bottom-up transnational community is the open source
software community. In this case, transnational projection came at an early
stage of community building, and this was from the start of an extremely
open community. Participation at different levels of community life – local,
national, and transnational – has tended to be positively reinforcing rather
than a source of tension (Metiu, 2010). Like transnational professional
communities, the open source community displays a considerable mobilizing
capacity for effective transnational standard setting (Dobusch & Quack,
2010).

Most transnational communities that emerge through bottom-up dynamics
reveal the strong active involvement of at least some of the actors. Generally,
a positive relation or connection to the transnational motivates this type of
activism. In certain situations, however, we might find a more defensive
project. Surprisingly, a transnational community can emerge from a defensive
reaction or resistance to transnational pressure or developments when
the latter appear to endanger nationally or locally based identities, rights,
practices, or prerogatives (Böhm, Spicer, & Fleming, 2008). Fetzer (2010)
showed, for example, how a transnational community emerged in Europe
from shared defensive positions in debates on industrial democracy and how
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this reactive community slowly but unmistakably became more proactive
through time (see also Della Porta, 2004; Smith, 2004; on a similar
development of the World Social Forum).

Top-Down or Vertical Community Development

While transnational communities can coalesce through bottom-up
dynamics, they can also develop in a more top-down manner. Transnational
policy, epistemic, or discourse communities often begin with the constitu-
tion of a small, generally elite, transnational group and its identification
with a particular project or agenda. For example, epistemic communities, as
identified by Peter Haas (1992, p. 1), are from the start dealing with and
defined around ‘‘problems of global concern.’’ Hence, they are ‘‘born
transnational’’ but with a small and often elitist base. The next challenge,
then, for those communities is to disseminate their policy agenda to a
broader base and to various local and national contexts. There are different
ways in which this can be done. One strategy is to co-opt, convince, or
seduce certain individuals or groups at the local level or national level. The
articulation, in other words, between the transnational community and
certain local or national communities that are seen as potentially receptive is
certainly one way to go (see Djelic, 2004). The transnational community can
deploy different strategies, using direct contact, persuasion, advocacy tools,
seduction, or the manipulation of various other kinds of resources (material
or symbolic) and hence more or less potent forms of coercion. Local or
national communities can be receptive to these for different reasons – they
have a compatible agenda, they expect resources or legitimacy, they believe
they can benefit locally from this association, and they are attracted by the
cosmopolitan promise. Another strategy will be to exert pressure so as to
shape, transform, and adapt local or national institutions in ways that will
support the agenda of the transnational community. Rather than co-opting
local or national communities into a given agenda through persuasion and
peer pressure, the idea here is to shape national institutions in ways that will
in turn have a transformative impact on local and national communities and
their agendas.

Examples for transnational communities that coalesced through top-
down dynamics can be found among epistemic communities (Verdun, 1999),
certain policy and practice communities (Adler, 2005, 2008; Marcussen,
2006), and also discourse communities (Fischer, 2003; Heclo, 1978).
An illustrative example with a broad-sweeping reach is provided by
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Plehwe (2010); see also Mirowski and Plehwe (2009) in his analysis of the
Mont Pélerin Society as the nucleus of a ‘‘transnational comprehensive
discourse community’’ of neoliberal intellectuals. Plehwe shows how this
community generated the principled beliefs underlying the activities and
goals of many contemporary epistemic communities. This community, thus,
produced the framing of a ‘‘framing scheme’’ with a hegemonic potential
(Djelic, 2006). To understand the origins and spread of neoliberal values,
one has to explore how this transnational comprehensive discourse
community of intellectuals and organizations forged a normative worldview
informing the development of knowledge, expertise, and practices in many
issue areas, discourse fields, and countries. This case shows how a
transnational community has been instrumental in shaping a broad
ideological structure that has come, in time, to influence and frame the
principled beliefs, worldviews, and practices associated with many transna-
tional governance processes – irrespective of the nature of the issue (see
Hall, 1993, for the parallel influence of the Keynesian paradigm until the
1970s and Hayek, 1949, on the role and power of socialism).

Hence, we do identify two main patterns or trajectories of emergence for
transnational communities and we summarize key steps in each case in
Table 2.

Beyond differences in dynamics of emergence – bottom-up or top-down –
we find, in the end, that all transnational communities share a striking
feature. Transnational communities articulate with and exhibit fluid
interplay with national or local communities. Members of transnational
communities tend to be rooted cosmopolitans. The degree to which they are
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Table 2. Emergence of Transnational Communities – Contrasting
Trajectories.

Bottom-Up Top-Down

Lateral interactions Elite debate and compromise

l l
Mutual learning Theorization

l l
Ritualized gatherings Mediatization

l l
Conflict, negotiation, compromise Downwards co-optation

l l
Broad-based aggregation Seduction, advocacy, persuasion,

socialization
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locally and nationally rooted or have developed a transnational identity
varies quite markedly. Nevertheless, the coexistence and complementary
articulation of these multiple group adherences is a key factor explaining the
impact of transnational communities in cross-border governance.

IMPACT OF TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITIES

ON CROSS-BORDER GOVERNANCE

Although some of the transnational communities depicted above are
relatively fluid and loosely integrated, they nevertheless seem to add a crucial
dose of social structuring to the transnational sphere and, by reflection, to
transnational governance. Transnational communities are inscribed in a
patchwork of cross-border governance arrangements characterized by
fragmentation and great complexity as revealed through overlapping and
partly competing linkages (Héritier, 1996). In this complex patchwork,
transnational communities produce ‘‘emergent effects by virtue of the fact
that the expertise, skills, or convictions which are their basis guide the
autonomous behavior of the community members’’ (Mayntz, 2010). This is
very much in line with Morgan’s (2001) statement that the contribution of
transnational communities to transnational governance seems to lie in the
generation of ‘‘background processes’’ that structure fluid transnational
spaces. Transnational communities will be effective in that role insofar as they
have the potential to align the cognitive and normative orientations of their
members over time, providing thereby a basis for common action in
transnational rule-setting, monitoring, and enforcement.

Transnational communities can play different roles in processes of cross-
border governance. As Table 3 indicates, we identify six main roles (Djelic &
Quack, 2010). First, transnational communities contribute to the definition
and framing of governance issues. Second, transnational communities mobilize
collective action. Third, they help delineate public arenas. Fourth, they have
an impact on preference transformation. Fifth, they are instrumental in
the process of rule-setting. Sixth and finally, they can play a role when it comes
to sanctioning and control.

At a basic level, transnational communities can play an instrumental role
in the definition of governance problems and issues. This will be particularly
the case in situations requiring cross-border coordination and revealing,
initially, broad heterogeneity of actors and preferences. The elaboration and
expression of a common definition is an important first step to the framing
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of problems and issues as domains of public attention (Dewey, 1938;
Suchman, 1995a). Such framing then also generates new opportunities for
strategizing. A multiplicity of individuals, organizations, and associations meet
one another in this transnational ‘‘problem space,’’ with different goals and
strategies. These encounters can be conflict-ridden, but they also tend to foster
and encourage, in time, community building and the emergence of an
overarching identity – in spite of and beyond competitive strategizing. It is by
no means easy to predict which issues will be identified as such and framed as
requiring transnational attention and possibly governance and which will be
not identified and hence ignored. Defining and framing transnational
‘‘problem spaces’’ is, in other words, a historically and contextually contingent
process. Although issues of forest protection have gained prominent attention
from and been vividly promoted by certification communities (Bartley &
Smith, 2010; Maletz, 2009; Overdevest, 2010), there are certainly many other
urgent environmental problems out there, which – partly out of lack of
concerned communities – have not yet been defined and framed as governance
problems.

In addition, transnational communities are platforms for the mobilization
of collective action. This is indeed a second important role that transnational
communities can play in governance processes. Although transnational
communities are often loose and transient in nature, they nonetheless are able
to reach decisions, to jointly control resources, and to strategize for their
goals, often to the detriment of other actors and interests. Many studies
provide evidence that communities were able to mobilize diffuse agency and
to direct it in a common direction – toward a jointly defined and framed issue,
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Table 3. Role of Transnational Communities in Processes
of Cross-Border Governance.

Framing a

Governance

Problem Space

Mobilizing

Collective

Action

Serving as

Public Arenas

Fostering

Preference

Transformation

Participating in

Rule-Setting

Sanctioning

and

Controlling

� Identifying

an issue
� Structuring

debate
� Generating

a definition

� Defining

goals
� Pooling

resources
� Structuring

strategies

� Managing

debate
� Managing

conflict
� Organizing

the search

for

compromise

� Learning
� Peer

pressure
� Mutual

adjustment
� Benchmark
� Soft

coercion

� Private rule-

setting
� Public/private

coalitions
� Drawing on

multiple pools

of knowledge

� Organizing

monitoring

and
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� Naming and

shaming
� Threatening
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goal, or interest (Dobusch & Quack, 2010; Schrad, 2010). Transnational
communities also often gave birth to or co-opted other kinds of collective
actors such as formal organizations and associations. In particular, the
malleability of transnational communities gives, as Bartley and Smith (2010)
suggest, new actors such as NGOS, civil society groups, think tank, or
consulting and expert organizations ‘‘a seat at the table.’’

A third important role for transnational communities is to delineate – or
serve as – public arenas, within which discussion, contention, and conflict are
possible but contained. As Bradg et al. (2008) propose, discourse can be a
means to create a community. Discourse and deliberation are essential
features of transnational communities of practice, episteme, and interest.
Most transnational communities are not simply quiet arenas of compromise
and agreement. They are also social spaces where opposition and conflict are
voiced – but also contained – and where different views, norms, and interests
confront one another. The community of practice of certification specialists
depicted by Bartley and Smith (2010) is, for example, a community where
different perspectives and even interests collide. Being a transnational space
where contrasting and sometimes conflicting perspectives can be confronted
and discussed and where compromise can be sought, community building
contributes to the alignment of preferences and to the generation of broadly
and on average acceptable solutions to transnational public policy
problems. Insofar as communities do actually nurture discussion, discourse,
or even deliberation in a more organized sense, they become public arenas
where compromise solutions to complex governance issues can emerge
(Quack, 2007).

Over time, transnational communities can also come to play a fourth role.
They can foster preference transformation in some or all of their members.
This role is, in part, a direct consequence of the three previous ones.
Preference transformation does not necessarily lead to preference alignment
of all community members. As a community develops and matures, how-
ever, centripetal pressures will emerge, and preferences will move closer to
one another. Consequently, the transformation of preferences will tend, in
that phase, to facilitate coordination across different interest groups. The
transformation of preferences can be a result of learning processes, but it
can also be an expression of mutual adjustment under peer pressure or even
of coercion through more or less formal sanctioning and the threat of
exclusion. Furthermore, it can take place in such a way that actors from
different backgrounds end up bringing their differences and heterogeneities
under the umbrella of more encompassing principles, as in the advocacy
networks discussed by Keck and Sikkink (1998). Examples for such
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processes are provided by Ramirez (2010) who shows how conceptions of
professionalism in France were transformed by the integration of the French
accounting elite into the transnational accounting community, and by Morgan
and Kubo (2010) who present a similar pattern for Japanese equity managers
becoming part of a transnational profession of equity managers. While such
convergent preference formation tends to have a potentially integrative effect,
one could also imagine that changes of a more heterogeneous nature could
weaken or even lead to a decline of transnational communities and their
governing capacity.

When it comes to transnational governance, transnational communities are
also instrumental because they stimulate and participate in rule-setting. We
find them both in situations of private rule-setting and in cases where public
actors (national governments, supranational authorities, international orga-
nizations with a public stature, or intergovernmental bodies) are much more
central. As understood here, this role goes beyond that of framing and agenda
setting, which Haas (1992) associates with epistemic communities. It also
differs from the preference-changing impact of political communities of
practice, as described by Adler (2005). Transnational communities are
powerful instruments for generating rules that can help to overcome the
institutional fragmentation characteristically associated with transnational
governance. The defining features of those communities – in particular, their
ability to traverse organizational membership and national citizenship, their
limited liability, and their internal heterogeneity – are all extremely important
here. They allow transnational communities to cut more pragmatically across
entrenched perceptions and interests than organizations, whether public or
private, can generally do. In other words, transnational communities are
often able to generate the type of cognitive and normative alignment that is
necessary for the setting of rules in contexts where many different institutional
traditions overlap (Oberthür & Gehring, 2006). In addition, transnational
communities can often draw on rather unique and up-to-date pools of
knowledge and experiences relevant for rule-setting in specific policy domains.

Finally, transnational communities can have a profound impact in
governance processes as they exert their capacity for informal sanctioning
and social control. This role proves to be particularly important in the later
phases of governance, when the time comes for rule implementation,
compliance, and monitoring. This capacity takes various forms. Benchmark-
ing and peer pressure as well as systematic and ‘‘transparent’’ comparisons
through labelization, certification, accreditation, or ranking are forms of
social control. Apparently ‘‘neutral’’ benchmarks and comparisons can be
morally weighed by the aims of those who establish them. Moral suasion,
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particularly through naming and shaming, can also mean powerful social
control (Boli, 2006). The elaboration and officialization by G20 members of a
‘‘black list’’ of tax-haven countries is an example (G20, 2009). Ultimately, the
strongest source of sanctioning power is the threat of exclusion from or
refusal of admission into an existing community – particularly when this
community is associated with significant resources or legitimacy.

Examples suggest the importance of such informal sanctioning, although
it is sometimes difficult to document it explicitly. Within the open software
and open content communities, for example, those who violate the principle
of sharing are likely to face informal sanctioning in the form of naming and
shaming or run the risk of exclusion (Dobusch & Quack, 2010; Metiu, 2010).
The loose certification community described by Bartley and Smith (2010)
exerts pressures for public comparison and benchmarking between different
programs and thereby threatens the reputation of those who do not
conform or perform according to the standards defined by or through the
community. When transnational communities are ultimately successful in
imposing their preferred solution and the latter is indeed appropriated by
various public authorities, they create the conditions for a more coercive
impact. For example, once the European Union had decided to make
international financial reporting standards (IFRS) legally binding, member-
ship in the transnational accounting community became all the more
unavoidable. From that moment, an accountant who chose not to make the
effort to adapt to or comply with the cultural and identity frame of the new
transnational community would find himself or herself marginalized in
professional terms. Hence, the professional community of transnational
accounting experts was able from then on to exert even stronger pressure on
the French accounting profession (Ramirez, 2010) and naturally on other
national accounting communities as well (Botzem, 2009). Altogether, the
voluntary nature of transnational communities should therefore not lead us
to overlook the coercive resources they can muster and manipulate, both
directly and indirectly.

Exploring transnational communities and their significance in those six
different roles will significantly enrich, we propose, our understanding of
cross-border governance – in particular of its dynamics, impact, and limits.
Beyond a focus on formal organizations and networks (Drori, Meyer, &
Hwang, 2006; Kohler-Koch und Eising, 1999), an exploration of transna-
tional communities will bring forward the importance of cognitive frames. It
should allow us to understand how a degree of social bonding and cognitive
alignment might be necessary to the proper coordination and effectiveness
of governance activity on many different levels.
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OUTLOOK ON FUTURE RESEARCH:

TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITIES, GOVERNANCE

‘‘EFFICACY,’’ POWER, AND LEGITIMACY

The empirical examples discussed in this chapter and comparative research
presented and analyzed elsewhere (Djelic & Quack, 2010; Djelic & Sahlin-
Andersson, 2006) suggest the importance of transnational communities in
many fields of cross-border governance. Communities, in other words, are
more than ‘‘residues’’ and remnants of a past logic of social organization.
They are more than resilient forms of local communal engagement. We
propose that they are also real collectives characteristic of our complex
transnational world. To convincingly argue along this line, we proposed in
this chapter a renewed conceptualization of the notion of community as it
particularly applies to a transnational context. Transnational communities
are fluid and relatively malleable collectives, to which individuals will give
only ‘‘limited liability’’ allegiance. Transnational communities are imagined
and symbolic constructs, virtual to variable degrees, where proximity and
identity are built through shared projects and meanings rather than through
physical propinquity and ascriptive characteristics. Affiliations to transna-
tional communities do not necessarily displace or destroy adherence and
connection to more traditional local communities. They are likely, however,
to qualify and denaturalize perceptions of traditional community belonging.

It is not always easy to identify communities as such, in their distinct reality
separate from that of networks or formal organizations. In fact, we could easily
‘‘miss’’ transnational communities in the making. As their development often
intertwines with the structuring of social networks and organizational forms,
they might remain hidden or be less visible (Mayntz, 2010). Still, we propose in
this chapter that transnational communities constitute a particular type of social
formation in their own right, where key coordinating mechanisms are mutual
observation and the conscious orientation of individual behavior toward
shared values, knowledge, or skills. This distinctive social formation deserves
all our attention. We argue further that this type of distinctive social formation
is of high relevance to the cross-border governance of business and economic
activity. Transnational communities define ‘‘background processes’’ (Morgan,
2001) and provide some form of social glue. As such, they play a significant role
in the deployment of cross-border governance.

Transnational communities are sparking up in many fields, fueled by
policy issues that are being defined or redefined as cutting across national
borders or as having by nature a global scope (environmental issues, e.g., or
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today the governance of financial activity). Different issues give rise to
multiple attempts at collective sense-making and mobilization. This often
leads, in the process, to the progressive constitution of an ‘‘imagined
community’’ as a vehicle to advance common goals or a collective project and
their transformation into political action at the transnational level (Graz &
Nölke, 2008). We identify, in this chapter, two ideal-typical trajectories for
this progressive constitution or construction – a bottom-up trajectory and a
top-down one. The emergent community dimension – development of shared
meanings, references, and identities – turns out to be critical to the very
possibility and to the efficacy’’ of political AU :7action in a transnational context.
Transnational communities hence appear to be both real and ‘‘efficacious’’ –
in the sense of having an impact – when it comes to cross-border governance.
We identify six different ways, at least, in which transnational communities of
‘‘limited liability’’ are able to influence processes of transnational governance.
Transnational communities contribute to the framing of a governance
problem space. They make possible the mobilization of collective action,
while also serving as public arenas. They foster preference transformation,
directly participate in rule-setting, but also play a key role when it comes to
monitoring and control.

Trajectories and Governance ‘‘Efficacy’’

There is still much to explore when it comes to the governance ‘‘efficacy’’ of
transnational communities. It would be particularly interesting to be able to
relate the characteristics associated with different trajectories to ‘‘efficacy’’ on
each of the six different dimensions presented above. At this stage, we can
only propose analytical hypotheses. Those would naturally need to be
tested through a systematic program of empirical exploration. Transnational
communities that emerge through a bottom-up trajectory tend to be broad,
open, and encompassing. They are ‘‘imagined communities’’ relying particu-
larly strongly on symbols, virtuality, and disembodied contacts. They tend to
bring together – and hence have to reconcile – multiple diversities. Hence, they
are facing the constant challenge of centrifugal pressures. Transnational
communities that emerge through a top-down trajectory, on the contrary, will
tend to be smaller and less open groups – if not closed elitist formations. They
might rely more on direct interactions – whether virtual or even physical – to
ensure collective symbolic construction and stabilization.

Unmistakably, the strengths associated with communities constructed
through the first trajectory are the weaknesses of those stemming from the
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second – and vice versa. Bottom-up communities have a broad and wide
reach but as a unified actor they are likely to lack in agility. Top-down
communities can probably be much more agile as unified actors but they
might find it difficult to reach far and wide. In all likelihood, bottom-up
communities will be better adapted to the mobilization of varied resources,
energies and collective action. They will also, when the time comes, be
powerful instruments for implementation, monitoring and control. They
will probably be less efficacious, however, when it comes to framing, the
transformation if not alignment of preferences, or even direct participation
in rule-making. Size and diversity will then create multiple obstacles. In
parallel, top-down communities are likely to act with greater efficacy with
respect to framing, the transformation of preferences, and direct participa-
tion in rule-making. They will find it more difficult, however, to mobilize, to
gather resources and energies, to reach beyond a limited membership, and to
ensure, in time, implementation and monitoring.

To deal with their respective weaknesses, it seems that transnational
communities of each type are devising what can be seen as complementary
strategies. Bottom-up communities will have a tendency to differentiate
from within. They will often reconstruct an internal (flat) hierarchy – with a
community ‘‘nucleus’’ of strongly active and involved members and a
community ‘‘cadre’’ of more passive followers (Janowitz, 1956). Top-down
communities, on the contrary, will attempt to create connecting mechanisms
and channels to reach down and laterally to other groups and communities.
The objectives will be coordination, persuasion, articulation, and socializa-
tion. It need not be coupled, however, with a desire for integration and the
elite community could still remain small and relatively closed. In addition to
such internal processes, transnational communities will sometimes overcome
their structural weaknesses by bridging over and connecting to communities
having independently emerged through a different trajectory and still
sharing their aims. Our argumentation would lead us to expect that con-
nections and collaborations between like-minded communities, some having
emerged through a top-down and others through a bottom-up trajectory,
are likely to produce a more efficacious aggregate.

Along similar lines, the ubiquitous interconnectedness of transnational
communities with formal organizations provides a rich field for future
exploration. We focus here on cases in which transnational communities
give birth to formal organizations (for networks giving rise to communities,
see Djelic & Kleiner, 2006, for organizations giving rise to communities, see
Mayntz, 2010). Centrifugal tensions inherent in those transnational
communities that have emerged through a bottom-up trajectory tend to
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lead to critical junctions with two possible paths. On the one hand, a smaller
but denser core within the community may separate and crystallize into a
formal organization – thus stabilizing resources and ensuring continuity and
resilience. On the other hand, the broad community of the beginnings could
dissolve and disintegrate into loosely coordinated networks if not disappear
altogether. In comparison, owing to their smaller size and greater homogeneity,
transnational communities with a top-down origin will be less in need of
forming such organizational hubs to secure their continued existence.
Altogether, we propose that a focus on intercommunity relationships and
interactions between community and organizational forms is a promising way
to go if we want to better understand the dynamic evolutions of transnational
governance fields. Work in this direction could allow us, in particular, to
explore the ways in which transnational communities of different kinds are
interlinked with command posts and elites in private and public organizations.
Work from such a perspective would also generate useful knowledge on the
shifting nature of elites in the context of transnational governance – providing
us with a clearer sense of the ways in which command posts in that context
reflect the role and power of different kinds of transnational expertise and
communities (Zald & Lounsbury, 2010). In the process, we would also
naturally be able to identify and analyze parallel mechanisms of counter-elite
and counter-expertise constitution at the source of more or less strong and
stabilized forms of counter-power.

Trajectories and Paths to Legitimacy

Transnational communities are in no way classical ‘‘rule of law’’ collectives.
Rarely can they claim a formal delegation of rule-making power by nation-
states or even powerful international organizations. And still, those
emergent transnational collectives are increasingly often involved and
instrumental in processes of cross-border governance. This naturally raises
an issue as to the legitimacy base of those collectives. How and where from
do they get a mandate for their strong and consequential involvement in
cross-border governance? Who is going to make them accountable for the
ways in which they make use of this mandate? As Julia Black (2008, p. 143)
points out, ‘‘mandates of [regulators in the transnational context] are
uncertain and it is not clear on whose behalf they purport to act and to
whom accountability should be owed.’’ As transnational communities
cannot pretend, in general, to classical democratic forms of representativity,
they cannot claim rule of law legitimacy. Transnational communities are
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arenas where different particularistic interests conflict with one another and,
potentially, combine and compromise in some form. The challenge for
transnational communities is to turn this compromise into a ‘‘universal
(best practice) solution’’ that will be perceived as both ‘‘neutral’’ and
‘‘legitimate.’’ Establishing and managing their legitimacy therefore is a
crucial base of the governance ‘‘efficacy’’ of transnational communities. This
highlights the importance to explore the legitimacy of transnational
communities – from a philosophical and quasi-ontological perspective but
even more here from a sociological and constructivist angle.

Max Weber (1978, p. 213) AU :8proposed that all forms of domination depend,
at the very same time, on the legitimacy claims of those governing as well as
on the acceptability of those claims by those being governed. Building on
this sociological understanding of legitimacy, Suchman (1995b) has argued
that organizations engage in strategies for gaining, managing, and repairing
legitimacy. This approach can be fruitfully extended to transnational
communities. To turn their ‘‘limited liability’’ and polycentric nature into
the power to influence cross-border governance outcomes, transnational
communities will constantly strive to establish, maintain, and, if in decline,
reestablish the legitimacy of their governance authority. The audience for
those efforts will tend to be broad, including potential competitors, different
kinds of stakeholders, public or quasi-public authorities (national or
transnational), expert and scientific organizations, different kinds of media
channels, as well as civil society in organized or less organized forms.

Four legitimizing strategies are regularly being used by a great diversity of
transnational communities, and the paths to legitimacy arising from these
different strategies deserve to be explored and compared further. A first path
to legitimacy is the mobilization of claims to science and professional
expertise as a basis of superior outcome effectiveness (Drori et al., 2006).
A second path to legitimacy is the articulation of and support for claims
to inclusiveness and participation, often framed in the language of deli-
berative democracy. The openness of transnational communities allows in
principle for the possibility of involvement of multiple and diverse actors.
Representativeness is therefore associated with a deliberative understanding
of democracy through a discourse that emphasizes dialogue, negotiation,
information, transparency, and the autonomy of participating actors
(Mörth, 2006). A third path to legitimacy builds on claims to the superiority
of market and competition (Djelic, 2006). The idea there is that the openness
of transnational fields of governance creates the opportunity for a
multiplicity of initiatives to emerge and compete, as it were, in parallel.
The discursive rationale tends to be that governance competition will
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generate in the end the more stable, more efficient, and better (and therefore
potentially ‘‘universal’’) solution. A fourth path to legitimacy is based on
claims to procedural accountability – although not of a rule of law kind –
which provides certain forms of transparency about transnational commu-
nities and their involvement in rule-setting and rule-implementation. Those
different paths to legitimacy are ideal types, and in all likelihood, they will
be pursued in varying combinations. If we follow Weber, much will depend
ultimately on the reception of those legitimacy claims by the different
groups and audiences that are being targeted. The way those claims are
being received will condition the capacity of transnational communities to
stabilize their participation in transnational governance as generally
desirable and undisputed.

Both legitimacy strategies of transnational communities and their
reception by various target audiences would deserve further investigation.
In particular, it would be important to analyze how the trajectories of
different communities unfold in coevolution with their legitimizing stra-
tegies and how specific paths to legitimacy, if supported by the relevant
stakeholders and audiences, in turn influence further community develop-
ment. In this context, it would be pertinent to analyze how the four paths to
legitimacy might enable or hamper the power and efficacy of transnational
communities with respect to the six different roles mentioned earlier. Top-
down transnational communities, which have built their legitimacy
primarily on expertise, will be relatively effective in framing problem spaces
and participation in rule-making. Bottom-up communities, building their
legitimacy predominantly on inclusiveness, are likely in contrast to be more
effective in mobilizing collective action, serving as public arenas, and
sanctioning/controlling in a decentralized manner. Furthermore, we would
expect both expertise and inclusiveness to have the potential of leading to a
significant transformation of preferences. The mechanisms in which this will
play out, however, are likely to differ depending on the nature of dominant
legitimacy claims.

Over time, however, as community development unfolds, there might be
also unintended effects. Increasing inclusiveness could call in time for the
structuration of group involvement through expertise – and at that probably
more and more expertise, of different kinds. A legitimacy based from the
start on expertise is in turn likely to generate the need for involvement of
a broader range of actors (Quack, 2010). One way of exploring these
tensions would be to focus on the boundary management of transnational
communities – recruitment mechanisms, access and exit rules, and their
redefinition over time (Lamont & Molnár, 2002) AU :9. Such an analysis is likely
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to highlight the fact that the flexibility of the legitimacy path associated with
a particular transnational community is a key factor influencing its power to
shape transnational governance. Such research orientation would certainly
be in line with the recent calls for a more sophisticated treatment of power in
its various guises in transnational governance fields (Zald & Lounsbury,
2010).
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